
ZIMBALE RELEASES THE WORLD’S FINEST
BIKE SADDLE BAGS
SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA, March 30,
2015 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Zimbale
(www.zimbale.com), a leading Korea-
based manufacturer of bike saddle bags
introduces its totally new line of Zimbale
for bike touring, adventure cycling and
all-weather commuting. 

The new Zimbale is launched with its
own patented proprietary technology
under the slogan ‘more than well-made’
which features 100% waterproof made of
highly water resistant cotton canvas,
treated with paraffin on the outside and
PU Breathable Coating on the inside.

Zimbale saddle bags have a great
expandability with a wide range of 3/7/11/16 liter capacities to fit biker’s needs without the need for
another bag.
One of advantages that Zimbale delivers is its closure superior for riding in wet and muddy conditions.
Zimbale closure system consists of 2 side pockets with zippered compartments and lidded flaps with
velcro closures, 4 metal ring strapping points on lid, which keep water out of the saddle bag. 
Zimbale’s leather tail light mounted saddle bag also offers practical benefits both on-bike and even
off- bike.  
In addition to its large expandability, Zimbale has an additional inside pocket to accommodate
valuable items like wallet, smartphone, and is fitted with brass D-rings on either side to accommodate
a shoulder strap. 

“It is harmonized classic style and practical design. High quality of material and craftsmanship of
Zimbale will be the “Must Have” canvas bicycle bag for the riders worldwide. Zimbale is truly right
choice for bike traveling and daily commuting,’’ said Sunny Lee of the company. 

With its state-of-the-art features, the new Zimbale’s combination of bike saddle bag and handlebar
bag is expected to have a great selection for bikers. 
Since its first release in 2009, Zimbale has been becoming one of the most fascinated bike items
around the world. 

Learn more information at www.zimbale.com or e-mail the company at zimbale@hotmail.com
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